
EFFECTIVE STRATEGIES TO BUILDING A POSITIVE 
CULTURE IN YOUR FAN AND STUDENT SECTION
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WHAT IS THE MOST OUT OF 
CONTROL FAN SITUATION 
YOU HAVE WITNESSED 
DURING YOUR CAREER?

SHARE A 30 SECOND SUMMARY WITH A 
NEIGHBOR…

WHY DID THIS PARTICULAR SITUATION 
TAKE PLACE IN YOUR OPINION?

WHY ARE YOU ATTENDING THIS SESSION 
TODAY?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
KyleIntroduction to the ActivityBegin by setting the stage for the activity. Explain that this interactive exercise is designed to engage everyone right from the start and to set the tone for the session.Introduce the topic: "What is the most out of control fan situation you have witnessed during your career?"Sharing a 30-Second SummaryInstruct the audience to think about the most extreme or challenging fan situation they've encountered in their career.Ask them to prepare a brief, 30-second summary of this incident.Emphasize the importance of brevity and clarity in their summary.Pairing Up and SharingHave the audience pair up with a neighbor. If logistics allow, encourage them to pair with someone they don't know well to facilitate networking.Give them a few minutes to take turns sharing their 30-second summaries with each other.Reflecting on the CausesAfter both partners have shared, ask them to briefly discuss why they think that particular situation took place.Encourage them to consider various factors like the context of the game, the intensity of the rivalry, the behavior of players or coaches, and any external influences.Connecting to the Session's PurposeTransition to asking each pair to reflect on why they are attending today's session.This part of the activity links their personal experiences with the goals and objectives of the session, helping them to see the relevance and importance of the topic.Facilitating a Group DiscussionOpen the floor for a few pairs to volunteer to share their stories and reflections with the larger group.Encourage an open and respectful environment where experiences are shared without judgment.Highlighting Learning ObjectivesUse the insights from this activity to lead into the session's objectives.Explain how the session aims to address issues like the ones shared, offering strategies for prevention and management of such situations.Conclusion: Setting the Tone for the SessionConclude the activity by thanking everyone for their participation and openness.Reiterate how their experiences and expectations set the stage for a productive and meaningful session.



MY FAN SECTION 
IS IN NEED 
OF A CULTURE 
CHANGE.

I’M PROUD OF 
THE FAN 

EXPERIENCE AT 
OUR SCHOOL!

VS

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
UP AND MOVING! - LindsayIntroduction to the ActivityStart by explaining the purpose of this interactive activity. It's designed to get the audience thinking and physically moving, reflecting on the current state of fan culture at their schools.Clearly define the two areas of the room: one representing "My Fan Section is in Need of a Culture Change" and the other "I'm Proud of the Fan Experience at Our School."Instructions for MovementAsk the audience to stand up from their seats.Instruct them to move to the part of the room that best represents their current perception of their school's fan culture.Encourage honesty in their choice, as this is a judgment-free activity meant to foster understanding and improvement.Observation and ReflectionOnce everyone has chosen their spot, take a moment to observe the distribution of the audience in the room.Invite the audience to look around and see where their colleagues stand, providing an opportunity for self-reflection and a visual representation of varying experiences.Discussion: Need for Culture ChangeFor those who moved to the "Need of a Culture Change" section, ask them to briefly share their reasons.Encourage sharing of specific challenges they face in cultivating a positive fan culture.Discussion: Proud of Fan ExperienceSimilarly, for those in the "Proud of the Fan Experience" section, invite them to share what makes them proud.Encourage them to discuss strategies and practices that have contributed to a positive fan experience.Learning from Each OtherFacilitate a brief discussion where both groups can learn from each other.Encourage those who are proud of their fan culture to share actionable tips or success stories that might help others seeking a culture change.Bringing It Together: Creating Positive ChangeHighlight key takeaways from both groups.Discuss how those in need of a culture change can implement strategies shared by their peers.Emphasize the role of continuous improvement and community involvement in enhancing fan culture.Conclusion: Commitment to ImprovementConclude by encouraging all participants to commit to one actionable step they can take to either maintain their positive fan culture or work towards improving it.Reiterate the importance of collaborative efforts and shared responsibility in creating a welcoming and positive fan environment at school events.
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Associate Principal/Athletic Director

Waukesha West High School
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❖ 1,195 Students
❖ 11% w/ IEP
❖ 2% ELL
❖ 12% F/R Lunch
❖ 3 HS District
❖ 30 min West of 

Milwaukee, WI
❖ Classic 8 Conference
❖ Exceeds 

Expectations on 
State Report Card
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Lindsay Yost, CAA
Assistant Principal/Athletic Director

Skyline High School

Hello!
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LINDSAY’S JOURNEY
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❖ 1,170 Students 9-12
❖ 71% Minority Students
❖ 22% ELL
❖ 62% F/R Lunch
❖ 12% Special Education
❖ 8 HS District
❖ 30 Min North West of 

Denver
❖ 4A CHSAA 

Classification
❖ Focus Program 

School: Visual 
Performing Arts, 
STEM, PTECH 9

SKYLINE HIGH SCHOOL
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1) Student Ownership
2) Clear Expectations 
3) Managing the Moment

Our Game Plan
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EMPOWERED 
STUDENTS 
WILL LEAD 
THE WAY!

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Kyle
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ARE YOU A 
SUPERFAN?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
KyleOrigin of West Superfans - Student Leadership Conference breakout discussions, student-driven!
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UNITY
❖ PROACTIVE THEME CHOICES
❖ INTENTIONAL USE OF SOCIALS
❖ PARTNERSHIP BETWEEN 

STUDENTS AND ADMIN

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Kyle
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ENERGY
❖ LOUD, PROUD, ALL ABOUT US
❖ MASCOT TRAINING
❖ PURPOSEFUL CHANTS/CHEERS

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Kyle / Lindsay
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SUPPORT FOR ALL
❖ STATE SEND-OFFS
❖ PACK THE HOUSE NIGHTS
❖ OFFICIALS APPRECIATION

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Kyle
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FUN WITH BOUNDARIES
❖ TRUST = FREEDOM
❖ STUDENTS APPROPRIATELY CONFRONT THE NEGATIVE
❖ WIN IMPRESSIVELY - OUR PROMISED LAND

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Kyle



CHALLENGE STUDENTS 
TO RISE ABOVE

17

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
KyleSome of these discussions, and frankly, holding a standard, can be uncomfortable at times.  But when students can rise above the comparison game and instead seek the best version of themselves as individuals and as a group, the results are amazing!



DISCUSSION TIME

What have you done at your school to 
empower student leaders within your fan 
section?

What are examples of positive leadership 
you have observed from other schools 
that you hope to implement at your 
school?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Kyle
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“In the end, as a leader, you will always get 
a combination of two things:  What you 

CREATE,  and what you ALLOW.”
-Dr. Henry Cloud

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
LindsayIntroduction to the QuoteStart by introducing the quote and its relevance in the context of athletic leadership.Emphasize that as leaders in sports, the environment and culture within the team and among the spectators are a direct reflection of what the leadership creates and permits.Exploring 'What You Create'Briefly touch on the positive aspects of what a leader creates: team spirit, a culture of respect, high performance standards, etc.Use examples of proactive strategies and initiatives that have been implemented to foster a positive and competitive sports environment.Focusing on 'What You Allow'Transition to the main theme: 'what you allow, you promote.'Discuss the importance of setting clear boundaries and expectations within the team and among the fans.Highlight that tolerating negative behavior, whether it's poor sportsmanship, lack of team spirit, or disrespect, indirectly promotes these actions.Real-life Examples and ConsequencesShare real-life examples where allowing negative behavior led to undesirable outcomes, like team discord, public criticism, or penalties.Contrast these with positive outcomes from enforcing strict standards and not tolerating negative behavior.Strategies for Not 'Allowing' Negative BehaviorOffer practical strategies for leaders in athletics to ensure they are not allowing negative behavior.This might include establishing clear codes of conduct, regular team meetings to discuss expectations, and consistent enforcement of rules.Conclusion: Emphasize Leadership ResponsibilityConclude with a strong message about the responsibility of leaders in shaping the culture of their teams and athletic programs.Reiterate that what they allow sets the tone for what is considered acceptable and, in turn, shapes the entire team's character and reputation.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
LindsayIntroduction: Emphasizing One Rule at SkylineStart by introducing Skyline’s fundamental rule: “We cheer for our team!”Highlight how this simple but powerful rule sets the tone for all fan behavior and expectations.Early Communication and Student Ambassador OrientationExplain the importance of communicating expectations early, before the school year even starts.Share the example of Student Ambassador Orientation at Skyline.Mention the guest speaker, Rashaan Davis from CHSAA, emphasizing the weight his presence adds to the message.Emphasizing Student Leadership and CollaborationDiscuss the role of students as leaders in shaping the school’s culture.Highlight the activities of the morning session where students explored the 'WHY' behind positive fan behavior.Stress the importance of student collaboration in determining this purpose.Spectator Expectations: Examples from Skyline and Waukesha WestPresent the specific fan behavior guidelines and Spectator Code of Conduct as implemented at Skyline and Waukesha West.Discuss how these codes help in setting clear expectations for spectators.Communicating Your Message: Various PlatformsDelve into the different methods used to communicate these expectations:New student orientationsRegular updates and reminders via social mediaFace-to-face interactions with familiesOutreach through middle school visitsConclusion: The Impact of Effective Communication and LeadershipConclude by reiterating the importance of clear communication and strong leadership in promoting positive fan behavior.Encourage the audience to think about how they can implement similar strategies in their contexts to improve the overall experience at athletic events.
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● Have a plan
● Communicate
● Follow through

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
LindsayIntroduction: Importance of Spectator GuidelinesStart by emphasizing the significance of having clear spectator guidelines to maintain a positive, safe, and respectful environment at athletic events.Briefly mention the role of these guidelines in enhancing the experience for everyone involved – athletes, coaches, spectators, and officials.Do You Have a Plan?Address the audience directly by asking if they have a plan for spectator guidelines.Discuss the importance of not just having guidelines but also ensuring they are comprehensive and address all necessary areas like sportsmanship, safety, and respect.Mention the need for these guidelines to be adaptable and inclusive, considering the diverse nature of audiences.Communication Strategies with StakeholdersOutline effective methods to communicate these guidelines to all stakeholders: students, parents, staff, and the community.Suggest multiple channels for communication such as emails, social media, school websites, and physical meetings.Stress the importance of regular communication and reminders about the guidelines.Examples of SignageIntroduce the examples of signage as practical implementations of communicating spectator guidelines.Acknowledge borrowing the idea from Michael Hughes at Lake, showcasing collaboration and sharing of best practices in athletic administration.Fan Behavior - SkylinePresent the example from Skyline, focusing on specific aspects of fan behavior that are encouraged or discouraged.Discuss how this signage effectively conveys expectations in a clear, concise manner.Spectator Code of Conduct - Waukesha WestShow the example from Waukesha West, highlighting their approach to a spectator code of conduct.Discuss the key points of this code and how it aligns with the overall objective of promoting positive spectator behavior.Conclusion: Emphasizing Continuous Improvement and FeedbackConclude by emphasizing the need for continuous evaluation and improvement of spectator guidelines.Encourage feedback from all stakeholders to ensure the guidelines remain effective and relevant.Reiterate the ultimate goal of these guidelines: to create a safe, respectful, and enjoyable environment for all.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
LindsayVisits with Home and Away Crowd at Every ContestEmphasize the importance of engaging with both home and away crowds.Highlight the role of fostering a welcoming and inclusive environment for all attendees, regardless of which team they are supporting.Share strategies for managing crowd interactions, ensuring safety, and promoting positive sportsmanship.Boundaries are Healthy - Loud, Proud, All About Us....Stand Front Row, etc.Discuss the importance of establishing clear and healthy boundaries for crowd behavior.Encourage enthusiasm and team spirit ("Loud and Proud") but within the limits of respect and sportsmanship.Talk about specific examples of positive fan behavior, like standing front row to support the team, while maintaining respect for opponents and officials.Game Worker Training - Influence Good and BadOutline the significance of training game workers (concession stand workers, ticket takers, etc.) in maintaining a positive atmosphere at games.Discuss how their behavior can influence the crowd positively or negatively.Share a story to illustrate this point, such as an incident involving a parent or coach, to highlight the real-world impact of game worker conduct.Contest Management: Engaging with CrowdsShare strategies for contest management, including engaging with both home and away crowds at every event.Discuss the importance of setting healthy boundaries and encouraging positive fan behavior (e.g., loud and proud cheering, front-row support).Providing Replacement BehaviorsDiscuss the concept of 'replacement behaviors' - positive actions to replace negative ones.Outline a chain of command for addressing issues as they arise during events.Event Management Checklist: Systems and StructuresEmphasize the importance of having a comprehensive event management checklist.Highlight that effective systems and structures should not be overly dependent on single individuals but rather be sustainable and replicable.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
LindsayQuick Share: Proactive Contest Management Steps to Positively Influence Fan BehaviorIntroduction to the ActivityBegin by explaining the purpose of the 'Think-Pair-Share' activity. This is an interactive method to engage the audience in considering proactive strategies for managing contests and positively influencing fan behavior.Emphasize the importance of proactivity in contest management and its impact on fan behavior.ThinkInstruct the audience to spend a few minutes thinking individually about proactive steps that can be taken to manage contests effectively.Encourage them to consider all aspects of contest management, such as pre-event planning, communication strategies, crowd control measures, and emergency preparedness.PairAfter the thinking phase, ask the participants to pair up with a neighbor to discuss their ideas.Emphasize the value of sharing different perspectives and experiences, as this can lead to a broader understanding and more innovative solutions.ShareFollowing the pair discussions, open the floor for participants to share their thoughts with the larger group.This part of the activity not only allows for a diverse range of ideas to be heard but also fosters a sense of community and collaboration among the participants.Discuss Proactive Contest Management StepsAs ideas are shared, discuss and expand upon them. Highlight particularly effective strategies or innovative approaches.Some key points to discuss might include:Effective communication with fans about expectations and codes of conduct.Training staff and volunteers in crowd management and conflict resolution.Implementing clear signage and announcements to guide fan behavior.Collaborating with security personnel to ensure safety and order.Conclude with Key TakeawaysSummarize the main ideas and strategies discussed during the activity.Emphasize the collective responsibility of athletic directors, staff, and fans in creating a positive and safe sporting environment.Encourage the audience to implement these proactive steps in their respective roles and contexts.
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BUILDING 
RELATIONSHIPS

NOW VS. LATER

DEESCALATION

MANAGING THE MOMENT

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Introduction: The Importance of Managing the MomentBegin by highlighting the concept of 'Managing the Moment' in athletic events.Explain how effective management can positively influence the atmosphere and ensure the event runs smoothly.Lindsay - Building RelationshipsDiscuss how building relationships is crucial in managing different situations.Share the story of Lindsay sitting in the crowd, illustrating how being relational and introducing oneself can help in inviting solutions and disarming situations with positive intent.Kyle - Now vs. LaterIntroduce Kyle's perspective on addressing issues immediately versus waiting.Explain the importance of discerning what needs immediate attention and what can be deferred, with an emphasis on maintaining the dignity of fans and participants.Relationships Set the StageElaborate on the importance of relationships in context management.Mention examples like quick conversations, helping students out of bad situations, and the story of Kyle with the football crowd.Discuss the effectiveness of this approach with adults as well, referencing Lindsay's experience.What Must be Managed NOW vs. What Can WaitDelve into the specifics of immediate versus delayed management.Highlight guidelines like cheering for one's team and not against the opposition, avoiding taunting, and maintaining dignity.Discuss the process for handling post-event issues, like the 'Monday morning phone calls' and the necessity of both private and public responses depending on the issue.Parent Video: When Expectations Are Not MetIntroduce a video or a hypothetical scenario to illustrate how to handle situations when fan expectations are not met.Focus on the importance of clear communication and setting expectations upfront.Deescalating When a Fan Crosses the Line - Adult FocusDiscuss strategies for deescalating tense situations, particularly with adults.Emphasize the need for neutral, clear interactions, and the importance of being firm and consistent in enforcing rules.Share the strategy of having one non-negotiable rule, stating it clearly, and following through on next steps.SRO SupportTalk about the role of School Resource Officers (SROs) in supporting these efforts.Discuss how their presence can be reassuring and helpful in maintaining order and safety.Cheer for Your Team, Not Against the Other TeamReiterate the importance of positive cheering.Discuss strategies for helping fans keep their dignity, managing difficult conversations, and the need for leadership response in various situations.Lindsay - Deescalating, Knowing Your AbsolutesConclude with Lindsay's approach to deescalation and the importance of understanding and sticking to your non-negotiables in any situation.
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WHAT PREVENTS YOU FROM ACTING IN A CHALLENGING 
MOMENT?  

WHAT HAVE YOU DONE TO OVERCOME THIS HURDLE?  

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Kyle/LindsayKyle- VB/FB adult conduct with officials and shouting profanity - resulted in community-wide video messageIntroduction: Understanding the Hurdles in Challenging MomentsBegin by acknowledging the difficulty of acting decisively and effectively in challenging moments, especially during high-stress athletic events.Pose the question to the audience: "What prevents you from acting in a challenging moment?" Encourage them to think about personal or systemic barriers they face.Personal Reflection: Overcoming HurdlesTransition into discussing ways to overcome these hurdles.Ask the audience to reflect on instances where they successfully navigated a challenging situation. "What have you done to overcome this hurdle?"This section can include sharing personal experiences or strategies that have worked in the past.Case Study: VB/FB Adult Conduct with OfficialsShare a specific example, such as an incident involving volleyball or football where adult conduct towards officials led to shouting profanity.Discuss how this situation was managed and what steps were taken afterward, like issuing a community-wide video message.Highlight the importance of immediate and clear communication in addressing inappropriate behavior.Determining What Can WaitShift the focus to understanding which actions require immediate attention and which can be deferred.Stress the importance of quick decision-making in the moment, but also the value of thoughtful follow-up when necessary.Follow-up in Addressing Behavior: Consequences and ExpectationsDiscuss the follow-up steps in addressing inappropriate behavior, emphasizing the consequences and setting clear fan behavior expectations.Explain how consistent follow-up reinforces the standards and expectations of the athletic program.Example of Policy Implementation: District 11’s 365 Policy/LetterProvide a tangible example, such as the 365 policy from Colorado’s District 11.Describe how this policy or letter functions, its effectiveness, and how it sets a clear year-round standard for behavior.This example can serve as a model or inspiration for audience members to develop or enhance their own policies.Conclusion: Empowering Action in Challenging MomentsConclude by encouraging the audience to take these insights and apply them in their roles.Reinforce the idea that understanding and overcoming hurdles in challenging moments is key to effective leadership in athletic programs.Encourage ongoing learning, adaptation, and the sharing of best practices within the athletic community.
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What is one best practice you 
heard today that you could 

implement immediately?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Lindsay



Any questions?

Thanks!
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You can find Kyle at

◉ klemieux@waukesha.k12.wi.u
s

◉ 262-970-3911
◉ www.westwolverines.com

You can find  at

◉ jthode@cmschools.org
◉ 631-878-0052 Ext. 216
◉ cmschools.org/departments/

athletics

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Kyle/LindsayHope all of you can have elements of your fan sections you can be proud of, and see quick wins to take back and implement now!
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